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1 Through inverted propaganda

• Propaganda - being the power play to get things done by influencing 
the minds of the people - is present everywhere, all the time. Staal
speaks of the propaganda struggle.
• There is an elitist propaganda that comes from a monopolized 

position and is based on lies and there is a popular (inverted)
propaganda that is transparent, comes from the people and is based 
on shared knowledge.
• According to Staal, propaganda always has an artistic component. 

Propaganda as the power behind the construction of reality needs 
artist to make ideas visible and public.



Borderline Offensive:

shares many principles with the popular inverted 
propaganda model. Although the overall plan doesn’t come 
from the people, several projects give space to groups of 
people (1) to share their stories and perspectives (2) in 
transparent procedures, in an inclusive way (5). See Paper 
Puppet Poetry, The long heavy road. Some projects, e.g. 
Three man in a boat aim at opening up what lies behind the 
obvious (4).



2 Through dialogical strategies

• Discursive communication is a one-way-traffic communication … in all 
kind of ‘broadcasted’ public communication…….there is one thing this 
form of communication never does : enhancing a process of 
autonomous thinking in the audience.
• In dialogical forms of communication the dominant messages are 

questioned. The audiences think for themselves and a dynamic is 
created between people that we call a dialogue, a debate or a 
discussion. 
• In Flussers opinion modern societies should have the right balance 

between the programming, disciplining forms of communication and 
the questioning, dialogical forms of communication



In the Borderline 
Offensive projects: 
we see examples in which 
dialogues are in the process of 
making. Both in Paper Puppet 
Poetry and in The long heavy road 
children and immigrants are asked 
to tell their own story. The 
outcome is a performance (Paper 
Puppet Poetry) or a magazine (The 
long heavy road) that shows the 
way real people are bringing in 
different perspectives.



3 Through five different dialogical strategies

Artists and designers can use five strategies to turn images from 
asserting images into questioning images, five different mechanisms to 
unmask propaganda: alienation, synthesis, subversion, deconstruction 
and transparency.



Dialogical strategies of the art projects of 
Borderline Offensive?
• The Museum of Real 

History: a case of 
deconstruction 

• In The museum of Real 
History conspiracy theories 
are not contradicted, but 
the makers have identified 
with them, they are played 
with, exaggerated and put 
in the context of art. We 
call this strategy also: 
subversive affirmation. If 
you can’t beat them join 
them in such a way that 
they understand the 
laughability of the case.



Dialogical strategies of the art projects of 
Borderline Offensive?
• Paper Puppet Poetry: a 

case of transparency

• Paper Puppet Poetry is a 
truly dialogical approach 
as it asks people to 
create their own stories. 
When put on stage, 
these stories challenge 
the propagandistic 
theories because of their 
transparency. One can 
see how the puppets are 
made, the hand of the 
child is still in the puppet. 



Dialogical strategies of the art projects of 
Borderline Offensive?
• The long heavy road: a 

case of subversion and 
transparency

• The long heavy road one 
can talk of bringing in a 
new perspective from the 
point of view of the 
migrants themselves. We 
call it a subversive strategy 
because it undermines the 
dominant narrative of the 
lazy, benefiting, aggressive 
immigrant. It shows their 
long heavy road. 



Dialogical strategies of the art projects of 
Borderline Offensive?
• Three migrants in a boat 

: deconstruction
• Three migrants in a boat 

is also a case of 
deconstruction as it 
helps us to understand 
the situation of the 
migrant. Only by 
understanding the rules, 
we are able to survive. 
And we suddenly 
understand that this is 
the same case for the 
migrants themselves



4 Through humor and jokes

The more forbidden the content of the joke, the stronger you 
experience the repression, the thicker the gate, the better the joke 
needs to be to open the gate, and the greater the relieve. A joke works 
for example because it brings to the forefront a comic character that 
represents somebody that isn’t aware of the rules: a childish or naive 
person, or a foreigner. Because of his ignorance this character is able to
do things we ourselves cannot do anymore because we are to 
disciplined. In real live we can laugh at children or at comedians. 



The comic figure: exaggeration of the figure (forms 
of alienation, synthesis and subversion)
Using exaggeration as a way of alienation can become a propagandistic 
weapon the moment it doesn’t make people think any more. Humor 
only questions propaganda when it challenges the dominant narrative, 
not when it affirms it. The way humor functions in relation to 
propaganda has to do with the position it comes from. Does it come 
from ordinary citizens who negotiate existing power structures, 
institutes or powerful people, or does it come from the people and 
institutions who hold the power? Is it used to install ideological ideas 
that help the powerful to keep their power, or does it help new ideas to 
come into the public arena?



The joke: exaggeration of the codes/rules (form of 
subversion, deconstruction and transparency)

In the same way as one can joke with a person or a situation, one can 
make jokes with the rules themselves. The subversive humour criticizes 
the powerful dogmas, concepts or institutions of late capitalism. Power 
is undermined by obeying the rules in such a way that they unmask 
themselves. This form of humour is also called subversive affirmation. 
It is a sort of strict playing by the rules. By affirming the rules  and 
taking them too literally, they may challenge existing power relation 
and convictions. It is a type of humor that stays within the system it 
criticizes. The rules are ridiculed, laid bare and transparent, but only for 
the people who are not yet totally submerged in the system


